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An accurate prediction of rainfall is crucial for national economy and management of water resources. The variability of rainfall in both time and space makes the rainfall prediction a challenging task. The present work investigates the applicability of a hybrid wavelet-postfix-GP model for daily rainfall prediction of Anand region using meteorological variables. The wavelet analysis is used as a data preprocessing technique to remove the stochastic (noise) component from the original time series of each meteorological variable. The Postfix-GP, a GP variant, and ANN are then employed to develop models for rainfall using newly generated subseries of meteorological variables. The developed models are then used for rainfall prediction. The out-of-sample prediction performance of Postfix-GP and ANN models is compared using statistical measures. The results are comparable and suggest that Postfix-GP could be explored as an alternative tool for rainfall prediction.

1. Introduction

An accurate prediction of rainfall is crucial for agriculture based Indian economy. Moreover, it also helps in the prevention of flood, the management of water resources, and generating recommendations related to crop for farmers [1]. The variability of rainfall in both time and space makes the rainfall prediction a challenging task. Moreover, the meteorological parameters needed for the rainfall prediction are complex and nonlinear in nature. Practitioners have applied numerical [2, 3] and statistical [4, 5] models for the rainfall prediction. The Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models are deterministic models and approximate complex physical processes for weather prediction. However, the models are not useful for prediction at smaller scale due to inherent limitations of these models to initial conditions and model parameterization. Practitioners have also used autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) techniques for developing a model for the rainfall [6]. However, these approaches were developed based on the assumption of stationarity of the given time series and the independence of the residuals. Moreover, these approaches lack the ability to identify nonlinear patterns and irregularity in the time series.

Hence, in recent years, use of different machine learning techniques for modeling and prediction of rainfall has received much attention of practitioners [7]. Hung et al. [8] developed a neural network for 1 to 3 hours ahead forecast of rainfall for Bangkok. They used meteorological parameters (air pressure, relative humidity, wet bulb temperature, and cloudiness) and the rainfall registered at the neighbor stations as input in the neural network. They used the hydrometeorological data that covers both rainy and nonrainy periods for training the neural network. Moustris et al. [9] used a neural network approach for forecasting the monthly minimum, maximum, mean, and cumulative precipitation for the four meteorological stations of Greece. They noted that ANN was not able to predict the peaks in all cases. They suggested increasing the size of training dataset to overcome this problem [9]. Lin and Chen [10] used a neural network for forecasting typhoon rainfall. ANN is developed which takes typhoon characteristics (direction of typhoon movement,
latitude and longitude of the typhoon centre, the maximum wind speed, and atmospheric pressure of the centre) and the spatial rainfall information of nearby rain gauge as inputs and gives 1 hour ahead forecast of typhoon rainfall. Practitioners applied ANN [11, 12] and approach based on chaos theory [13] for numerical model error prediction in hydrology. ANN and concepts of chaos theory are used to adjust the value of outputs produced by the numerical model.

The hydrometeorological time series can be considered as a composition of stochastic (noise or fluctuations) and structured components. The stochastic component obscures the modeling of time series. The structured component can be extracted by removing the stochastic component from a time series. Then, a deterministic model can be developed for the structured component of a time series. Practitioners have used following data preprocessing techniques for cleaning hydrological time series: wavelet analysis (WA), principal component analysis (PCA), and singular spectrum analysis (SSA). However, in recent years, the wavelet analysis has become an effective tool for analyzing nonstationary time series.

Partial and Cigizoglu [14] proposed a wavelet-ANN approach for predicting the daily precipitation of 12 meteorological stations of Turkey. They used meteorological data for precipitation prediction. Nasseri et al. [15] applied a combination of back propagation algorithm and genetic algorithm (GA) for rainfall forecasting in western suburbs of Sydney. They used GA to train and optimize feed-forward neural network. They concluded that a combined approach outperformed an approach that uses a neural network alone.

A modular artificial neural network (MANN) [16] is combined with three data preprocessing techniques: moving average (MA), PCA, and SSA for prediction of two monthly and two daily precipitation series.

The symbolic regression technique can be used for developing a model (mathematical model in a symbolic form) that can explain the relationship between rainfall and meteorological parameters. The advantage of the symbolic regression technique over traditional regression techniques is that it searches for both the structure and the appropriate numeric coefficients of the model. Symbolic regression can be performed by means of genetic programming (GP) [17]. Moreover, GP approach is preferred over other approaches for symbolic regression because the approach produces an explicit mathematical expression as a solution (model) [18]. The produced model can provide an insight into the process which gives rise to the data [19]. Moreover, the interpretation of the produced model allows us to combine evolved knowledge with already existing knowledge [20, 21]. An exhaustive survey on open issues and approaches used by practitioners to deal with these issues in field of symbolic regression through GP is presented in [22]. Kisi and Shiri [23] suggested that use of GP is preferred in following situations: (i) the relationship between the relevant variables are poorly understood, (ii) determination of optimal solution is difficult, (iii) an approximate solution is acceptable, and (iv) there is a large amount of training data to be modeled.

Considering the mentioned advantages, many practitioners applied GP for rainfall prediction. GP is used in [24] to develop a model that can explain the cause and effect relationship between rainfall and runoff processes at a catchment in Singapore. Babovic and Keijzer [25] employed GP for developing rainfall-runoff models using the hydrometeorological data and the available domain knowledge. Khu et al. [26] applied GP for real-time runoff forecasting at the Orgeval catchment in France. The GP is used as an error updating strategy to accompany a rainfall-runoff model. The GP produced results are compared with those obtained using autoregression and Kalman filter. The results suggest that GP outperforms other strategies for real-time flow forecasting [26].

The objective of the present work is to explore the applicability of a hybrid wavelet-postfix-GP model for prediction of daily rainfall of Anand station of Gujarat, India, using meteorological variables. The wavelet analysis is used to decompose the original series of each meteorological variable into various discrete wavelet (DW) subseries. The decomposition is useful to identify the DW subseries which have high correlation with the original rainfall series. The effective DW subseries for each meteorological variable are added to generate a final subseries. The objective behind addition of DW subseries is to increase the correlation between the final subseries and the original rainfall series. The Postfix-GP, a GP variant, is then used to develop a model that can explain the relationship between the final subseries of meteorological variables and the original rainfall series. The Postfix-GP uses linear individual representation and stack based evaluation. This helps Postfix-GP to minimize both the memory requirement and evaluation time compared to conventional tree based representation. The evolved Postfix-GP models are then used for out-of-sample predictions. The performance of the evolved Postfix-GP model is measured using mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), and correlation coefficient (CC).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents homogeneity analysis of collected meteorological data. Section 3 presents the proposed hybrid wavelet-Postfix-GP model for rainfall prediction. Section 4 presents experimental settings. The evolved Postfix-GP model that represents rainfall as function of meteorological subseries is presented in Section 5. The section also presents comparison of the out-of-sample predictive performance of wavelet-Postfix-GP model and wavelet-ANN model. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Data and Homogeneity Analysis

Meteorological time series of Anand region for 12 years (from 1991 to 2002) were collected from Anand Agriculture University, Anand, Gujarat, India. We have used 10 years of data for training and 2 years of data for predictions. We have collected time series data for the following meteorological variables: (i) minimum temperature—\( T_{\text{Min}} \), (ii) maximum temperature—\( T_{\text{Max}} \), (iii) mean temperature—\( T_{\text{Mean}} \), (iv) relative humidity—\( \text{RH} \), (v) evaporation—\( \text{EP} \), (vi) 1-day previous rainfall—\( \text{RF}_1 \), and (vii) 2-day previous rainfall—\( \text{RF}_2 \). The objective is to evolve a model (as a function of mentioned meteorological
Homogeneity tests are applied to detect the variability of the meteorological data. Several factors can affect the quality of meteorological data. The main sources of inhomogeneity are station relocation, changes in measurement techniques and observational procedures, and changes in instruments. Homogeneity test are useful to detect the break (shift in the mean) in the given time series. As many meteorological parameters are highly variable in time and space, most of the homogeneity tests are designed for monthly or yearly data and not for daily data. We applied the following four homogeneity tests to meteorological time series [27]: standard normal homogeneity test (SNHT), Buishand range (BR) test, Pettitt test, and von Neumann ratio (VNR) test. The null hypothesis for all the mentioned tests is the annual values $X_i$ of the test variable $X$ which are independent and identically distributed and series can be viewed as homogeneous [27]. The alternative hypothesis for BR test, SNHT, and Pettit test presumes that there is a break in the mean of the series and the series can be viewed as inhomogeneous. The reason for applying more than one test to check homogeneity is that these tests have different sensitivity in detecting a break. For example, the SNHT test is sensitive in detecting a break near the starting and the end of the series whereas Pettit and Buishand tests are sensitive in detecting break in the middle of the series.

The significance level is set to 1% for all tests. If the obtained $P$ value is lower than the selected significance level, then we reject the null hypothesis. Table I presents the results of homogeneity tests for the annual mean values of meteorological parameters. As all the tests give values greater than 0.01, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (time series is homogeneous). For the relative humidity, VNR test gives a $P$ value of 0.004, less than 0.01. However, as the $P$ values associated to the other tests are greater than 0.01, we accept the null hypothesis.

### Table I: Result of different homogeneity tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Min}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Max}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Mean}}$</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pettitt</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNHT</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNR</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. A Hybrid Wavelet Postfix-GP Model

The architecture that integrates discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Postfix-GP for modeling and prediction of rainfall time series is presented in Figure 1. The architecture comprises the following main steps: (i) apply DWT on meteorological data and generate DW subseries at every level, (ii) calculate the correlation coefficient between the generated DW subseries and the original rainfall series, (iii) identify the significant DW subseries, (iv) add significant DW subseries to generate a new subseries for each meteorological variable, (v) normalize the values of newly generated subseries in the range (0, 1), (vi) divide the normalized dataset into (a) training and (b) test dataset, (vii) evolve the model for training data using Postfix-GP, and (viii) apply the evolved model for out-of-sample rainfall prediction. The objective is to evolve a model (as a function of mentioned meteorological variables) for rainfall using a hybrid wavelet-Postfix-GP approach. In the following subsections, we discuss the wavelet transform and Postfix-GP in brief.

#### 3.1. Wavelet Transform

The properties of irregularity in shape and compactness make wavelets an ideal tool for analysis of nonstationary signals. Fourier analysis decomposes a signal into sine and cosine waves of various frequencies whereas wavelet analysis decomposes a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the mother wavelet. The shifting (delaying) of the mother wavelet provides local information of the signal in time domain whereas scaling (stretching or compressing) of the mother wavelet provides local information of the signal in frequency domain [28]. The scaling and shifting operations applied to mother wavelet are used to calculate wavelet coefficients that provide correlation between the wavelet and local portion of the signal. From the calculated wavelet coefficients, we can extract two types of components: approximate coefficients and detail coefficients. The approximate coefficients represent high scale, low frequency component of the original signal whereas detail coefficients represent low scale, high frequency component.

Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) operates at every scale from that of the original signal up to some maximum scale. This distinguishes CWT from DWT (which operates at dyadic scales only). CWT is also continuous in terms of shifting; during computation, the analyzing wavelet is shifted smoothly over the full domain of signal. The results of the CWT are wavelet coefficients, which are a function of scale and position. Multiplying each coefficient by the appropriately scaled and shifted wavelet gives the constituent wavelets of the original signal.

The computation of wavelet coefficients at every scale requires large computational time. To reduce the time, it is preferred to calculate wavelet coefficients for selected subset of scales and positions. If the scales and positions are selected based on power of two (dyadic scales and positions), then the analysis will be efficient and just as accurate, named discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [29]. The process of decomposition can be iterated, with successive approximations being decomposed in turn (discarding detail coefficients), so that original signal is broken down into many lower-resolution components. This process is referred
as multiresolution analysis. We have selected Db4 (length-4 Daubechies) [28] wavelet as mother wavelet because this is one of the commonly used wavelets for separating fluctuations from the given time series. The smoothness of different wavelets depends on the number of vanishing moments [29]. Db4 wavelet has four vanishing moments, a smallest length wavelet with smooth property. We have set maximum resolution level to value 10 for decomposition of every meteorological time series.

The forward discrete wavelet transform is employed to decompose original time series of every meteorological variable at different scale (maximum level \( n = 10 \)). The wavelet transform produces high-pass (detail) coefficients at every level and one low-pass (approximation) coefficient. The inverse discrete wavelet transform is applied on the produced coefficients at every level to generate DW subseries, which are of the same length as the original series. Thus, we obtain \( n + 1 \) (\( n \) detail and one approximate) DW subseries for the original time series of every meteorological variable. The correlation coefficient between the generated DW subseries at different level and the original rainfall series is calculated. The number of DW subseries which have high correlation with the original rainfall series is identified and summed up to generate a new (final) subseries for that meteorological variable. The objective behind addition of DW subseries having high correlation with the original rainfall series is to reduce the number of variables (dimensions or inputs) and to increase the correlation between newly generated subseries and the original rainfall series. This process is repeated for every meteorological time series.

3.2. Postfix Genetic Programming. Postfix-GP [30], a GP variant, adopts postfix notation for individual representation. Individuals represented in form of postfix strings can be easily evaluated using stack. Moreover, the individual representation without pointers assists Postfix-GP to minimize the fitness evaluation time and required memory to store the individual. Each Postfix-GP individual contains the following three attributes: MinLength, MaxLength, and ValidLength. The MinLength and MaxLength attributes define the range of syntactically valid Postfix-GP individuals. The ValidLength attribute refers to the index of the last element of an individual forming a valid postfix expression. An individual with ValidLength greater than MinLength and less than MaxLength is considered as valid [30].

Postfix-GP employs idea of Stack count, introduced by Keith and Martin [31], to find out the ValidLength of an individual. The Stack count of an element is calculated as the number of arguments pushed on the stack minus the number of arguments popped off the stack by the element. For example, the stack count value for an operand is 1, whereas it is 0 for unary operator. Furthermore, the total sum of stack count values must be 1 at the ValidLength position of an individual. A Postfix-GP individual with its syntactically valid portion and corresponding tree representation is depicted in Figure 2. It should be noted that the transformation of syntactically valid portion to a tree representation is not required for fitness calculation; it is shown for better comprehension of the reader.

Table 2 presents difference between an individual representation scheme of Postfix-GP and other evolutionary
Approaches, GA [32], GP [17], and gene expression programming (GEP) [33]. The standard GA represents an individual using a fixed length binary string. The individual representation scheme of GA does not permit the model structure to vary during evolutionary process. Standard GP employs a variable length, tree structure for an individual representation. The representation scheme of GP is more general and flexible than GA since it allows model structure to vary during evolution. GEP is a GP variant that represents an individual using multiple genes, where each gene represents a small subexpression. Each GEP gene is composed of two different domains—a head and a tail. GEP applies Karva notation to transform a linear representation to tree representation. Grammatical evolution (GE) [34] employs a string of integers to represent an individual (genotype). The string of integers is used to determine the sequence of production rules in context-free grammar. By following these sequences, an individual can be converted into an expression tree (phenotype). Adaptive logic programming (ALP) [35] also uses a string of integers for individual representation. However, the string of integers is used to select clauses in a logic program instead of production rules of a context-free grammar.

Postfix-GP produces initial population of individuals at random. The ValidLength of these individuals will have value in between MinLength and MaxLength. Postfix-GP employs semantic aware subtree crossover [36] to improve population diversity among individuals. The operator checks semantic equivalence [37, 38] of two subtrees, to be swapped, while performing crossover operation. Moreover, the operator selects behaviorally different parents for generating offspring, which is useful to minimize the “no change to fitness” events [39]. Crossover of two dissimilar parents is likely to produce a change in offspring (solution) quality.

Postfix-GP extracts all subtrees of an individual having ValidLength greater than MinLength and treat the extracted subtrees as separate solutions during the evolutionary process. Postfix-GP employs one-point mutation operator, where the chosen element of an individual is interchanged with a different element of the same arity. An archive is used to store “best-so-far” found solutions, useful to exploit good solutions over a number of generations [40]. Postfix-GP uses MAE as a standardized fitness measure. However, MAE measure is not range bound. Therefore, we have normalized the fitness value of an individual between 0 and 1 using (1). The normalized fitness is referred to as an adjusted fitness of an individual and is useful to differentiate between individuals having close standardized fitness values, which may happen in generations near the end of Postfix-GP run. Postfix-GP is developed using .NET [41] framework on Windows XP operating system. Zedgraph [42], an open source graph library, is used for plotting charts.

\[
\text{Adjusted Fitness} = \frac{1}{1 + \text{Standardized Fitness}} \quad (1)
\]

4. Experimental Settings

We set a range of solution search space by specifying a minimum and maximum number of elements (nodes) that
This suggests that both annual and shorter time period components of relative humidity have correlation with the rainfall.

A solution can have during an evolutionary run. The MinLength and MaxLength parameters of Postfix-GP are used to attain this task. The MinLength and MaxLength parameters of Postfix-GP are set to values 10 and 40. The function set includes both arithmetic and trigonometric operators: \{+, -, /, *, S, C, E, L, K, Q\}, where S, C, E, L, and Q represent sine, cosine, exponential, logarithmic, and square root functions. The terminal set includes final subseries for \(T_{\text{Min}}, T_{\text{Max}}, T_{\text{Mean}}, \text{RH}, \text{EP}, \text{RF}_1, \text{RF}_2\) and a list of constants in range \([-10, 10]\). The population size and the number of generations are set to values 500 and 100. The crossover and mutation rates are set to 0.9 and 0.1. The Postfix-GP uses archive based roulette wheel selection [40]. Crossover operation is performed between parents chosen from an archive and current population

\[
\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| (y_i - \hat{y}_i) \right|,
\]

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2,
\]

\[
r = \frac{\text{cov}(Y, \hat{Y})}{\sigma_Y \sigma_{\hat{Y}}},
\]

5. Results

5.1. Identification of Important Components. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied on daily time series of every meteorological variable to decompose the series into several DW subseries [14]. Each time series is decomposed up to 10 resolution levels. We have selected the resolution level of 10 because we required addressing both annual and seasonal factors. The levels DW_2, DW_4, DW_5, DW_6, DW_7, DW_8, DW_9, and DW_10 correspond to the temporal scale of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 days. The subseries, DW_8, correspond to a temporal scale of 256 days (approximately one year). The correlation coefficient between the generated DW subseries at different levels and the original rainfall series is calculated. Table 3 presents the values of the correlation coefficient between each DW subseries and the original rainfall series. These correlation values are used to determine the effective DW components (subseries) for rainfall prediction.

According to Table 3, for minimum and mean temperature, the correlation between DW_8 subseries and the original rainfall series has high value. This reveals the fact that annual component of mean and minimum temperature subseries influences the amount of rainfall. The DW_7 subseries of maximum temperature has high correlation compared to other DW subseries. Moreover, the DW_2, DW_4, DW_5, and DW_8 subseries of maximum temperature have little high correlation compared to other DW subseries. Similarly, the DW_1, DW_2, DW_3, DW_4, DW_5, and DW_7 subseries of evaporation have high correlation compared to other DW subseries. This suggests that shorter time period components of maximum temperature and evaporation have correlation with the original rainfall series. The high correlation value is noticed for DW_6 subseries of relative humidity. Moreover, the correlation between the original rainfall and DW_2, DW_4, DW_6, and DW_7 subseries of relative humidity is little high compared to correlation between the rainfall and remaining DW subseries of relative humidity. This suggests that both annual and shorter time period components of relative humidity have correlation with the rainfall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subseries</th>
<th>Subscript</th>
<th>T_{\text{Min}}</th>
<th>T_{\text{Max}}</th>
<th>T_{\text{Mean}}</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>RF_1</th>
<th>RF_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DW_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.127</td>
<td>-0.304</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>-0.124</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>-0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>-0.097</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>-0.156</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_4</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>-0.087</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_5</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>-0.165</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_6</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_7</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_8</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_9</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW_10</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>-0.236</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>-0.347</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The high correlation between both shorter and yearly components of relative humidity and rainfall is observed because of direct relation between these two variables. The humidity and rainfall data of the examined region show similar meteorological characteristics. The DW₃ subseries of one-day previous rainfall show high correlation with the original rainfall series. The DW₂, DW₄, DW₅, DW₆, DW₇, and DW₈ subseries also show little high correlation compared to other DW subseries. The number of DW subseries which have high correlation with the original rainfall series is identified and summed up to generate a new (final) subseries. The selected DW components for different meteorological variables are presented in Table 4. However, the selection of number of DW components (subseries) depends on the user. Partal and Cigizoglu [14] suggested that applying a threshold on correlation value would be helpful to determine the number of DW components (subseries).

Usage of each selected DW subseries as input increases the dimension of the solution search space. Moreover, it also increases the complexity of the final model. Therefore, the selected DW subseries, having high correlation with the original rainfall series, are added together to form a new (final) subseries. The final subseries are generated for every meteorological variable. The addition of selected DW components (subseries) is helpful to improve the correlation between the final subseries and the original rainfall series. For example, the DW₈ subseries of relative humidity have correlation value of 0.225. However, for the added (DW₂ + DW₃ + DW₄ + DW₅ + DW₇ + DW₈) subseries, the correlation value increases to 0.355.

The added subseries of the relative humidity, evaporation, and mean temperature are shown in Figure 3. The summed series of the maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and previous day rainfall are presented in Figure 4. We normalized the data of added subseries in the range (0, 1).

---

### Table 4: Selected DW components for generating final subseries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T_{Min}</th>
<th>T_{Max}</th>
<th>T_{Mean}</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>RF₁</th>
<th>RF₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DW₈</td>
<td>DW₂ + DW₃ + DW₄ + DW₅ + DW₇</td>
<td>DW₈</td>
<td>DW₁ + DW₂ + DW₃ + DW₄ + DW₅ + DW₇</td>
<td>DW₂ + DW₃ + DW₄ + DW₅ + DW₇</td>
<td>DW₇ + DW₈</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3:** Summed subseries: (a) relative humidity, (b) evaporation, and (c) mean temperature.
The data normalization assures that large value variables do not overwhelm small value variables.

5.2. Evolved Postfix-GP Solutions. The evolved Postfix-GP solution (for terminal set \(\{T_{\text{Min}}, T_{\text{Max}}, T_{\text{Mean}}, \text{EP}, \text{RH}, RF\_1\}\)) is shown in (3). It is noted that the solution contains significant meteorological variables (evaporation, minimum temperature, relative humidity, and maximum temperature) which are useful for rainfall prediction. We got MSE = 48.2860, adjusted fitness = 0.3926, and \(r = 0.7469\) for the training data

\[
e^{(\cos(\cos(-10.6 \text{EP}\_i)) - (X_i / (\sin(RF\_1 \cdot RH)) \cdot RH)) + 3.7292)}
\]

where \(X_i = \text{EP} \cdot e^{\log_1(4.3 \text{ EP} + 0.4941) / (T_x + \text{RH})}\).

The observed and Postfix-GP model predicted values for the testing period are presented in Figure 5. The model has predicted the general behavior of the observed rainfall data. It has accurately predicted the summer days and estimated zero rainfall for these days. However, the model performs satisfactory for estimating maximum rainfall values.

5.3. Comparison of Result Obtained by Wavelet-Postfix-GP and Wavelet-ANN Models. We have compared the performance of wavelet-Postfix-GP and wavelet-ANN models for the daily rainfall prediction. The selection of architecture (number of layers and number of nodes in each layer) and the training algorithm is important design parameters of ANN. There is
no rule available to find out the number of hidden layers and appropriate number of nodes for each hidden layer. However, practitioners [43] found that ANN with one hidden layer is complex enough to model the nonlinear properties of the hydrologic processes. We investigated different architecture with different activation functions and number of neurons for the hidden layer and selected the one which gives an optimal result. A multilayer feed-forward ANN that comprises seven nodes in the input layer, one hidden layer with five nodes, and one node in the output layer is selected for the rainfall prediction. Moreover, the input and hidden layers have an additional bias neuron. The ANN is trained with back propagation (BP) learning algorithm. We set log-sigmoid transfer function between input and hidden layers and pure linear transfer function between hidden and output layers.

Figure 6 presents the observed and wavelet-ANN model predicted rainfall values. The model has predicted the general behavior of the observed rainfall data. It is observed that wavelet-ANN model has produced negative prediction for some days having zero rainfall, which are not practically possible. Partal and Cigizoglu [14] found the similar behavior while applying ANN for predicting daily precipitation. They noted that the negative prediction problem occurred due to extrapolation ability of feed-forward back-propagation mechanism. Moreover, similar to Postfix-GP, the ANN failed in accurately predicting the peak values of rainfall during the test period.

Table 5 presents the statistical results for both wavelet-Postfix-GP and wavelet-ANN hybrid models for different input combinations for the test period. The Postfix-GP model has produced slightly better results than ANN from the MSE and fitness viewpoint. The ANN model slightly outperforms Postfix-GP in terms of correlation coefficient. The results suggest that Postfix-GP produces comparable results and can be an alternative to ANN approach.

6. Conclusion

We applied four homogeneity tests (SNHT, BR, Pettit, and VNR) to detect the variability of the meteorological (minimum temperature, mean temperature, maximum temperature, evaporation, and relative humidity) variables recorded at Anand station. The results of homogeneity tests suggest that the time series of the meteorological variables are homogeneous. The series of every meteorological variable is decomposed up to 10 resolution level using discrete wavelet transform. The correlation coefficient between the generated DW subseries at different levels and the original rainfall series is calculated. The number of DW subseries which have correlation with the original rainfall series is identified and summed up to generate a new subseries for every meteorological variable. It is observed that both annual and shorter time period components of relative humidity have correlation with rainfall. The annual components of minimum and mean temperature show correlation with rainfall series. The newly generated meteorological subseries are regarded as inputs and the rainfall series as output.

The Postfix-GP is then employed to develop a model that can explain relationship between the inputs and the output. The developed model is then used for the rainfall prediction. The prediction performance of the evolved model was good, giving low values for MAE and MSE and high value for the correlation coefficient, suggesting that Postfix-GP is able to evolve an accurate and reliable model. The advantage of Postfix-GP over ANN is that it gives an explicit mathematical nonlinear equation that describes the relationship between inputs and output. The predictive performance of Postfix-GP and ANN models is compared. The results show that the Postfix-GP is a fair competitor of ANN approach. Moreover, the predictive performance of the evolved Postfix-GP model for the nonrainy (zero rainfall) periods and rainy (highest rainfall) periods is satisfactory as compared to ANN model, which produces negative prediction for some days of summer season. We conclude that wavelet-Postfix-GP approach obtained good quality solutions for the tested rainfall prediction series and could be explored as an alternative tool for predicting the hydrometeorological variables. Our future plan is to apply Postfix-GP for developing more accurate and reliable models using different combination of function and terminal sets.
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